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It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any doubts,

seek legal, financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of the

information shown here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be construed as

part of any formal agreement.

We are confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all

products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules are

correct and current.

No Advice: 

Nobody is obligated by this white paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to donate. There is no advice in this white paper, and it cannot be used to sell or

solicit Trillions' purchase of our token, nor can it be used to construct a contract or make an

investment decision.

Limitation of liability

For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written

material, links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as buy/sell

signals. iFortune will not be held responsible for any damages. Understand the risks and

costs associated with trading assets on the financial market (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in

particular, is one of the riskiest investment choices available to investors. Chances are you'll

lose everything you've invested.

Investment risks:

Because of the high level of risk, cryptocurrency trading is unsuitable for all investors. Before

trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you should carefully examine

your investment goals, level of experience, and risk appetite.



The FORTUNE MACHINE is a smartphone app that
offers the staking and mining functionality, while
iFORTUNE is a Bep20 token developed on the
Binance smart chain.

iFORTUNE & FORTUNE MACHINE



iFORTUNE is a BNB blockchain-based ecosystem that also serves as a strong

foundation for a myriad of decentralized infrastructures, consisting of investment

solutions consisting of FORTUNE MACHINE (a mobile application) where people can

mine and stake as well.

On the BNB blockchain network, iFORTUNE functions as a utility token

as well as an asset token for this decentralized network.

This white paper describes a decentralized "BNB" (Mining and staking) smart contract

address-based token in a reader-friendly manner.iFORTUNE is reshaping the entire

ecology where users may trade digitally from anywhere in the globe for a cheap

transaction cost that is almost free, allowing for a very liberating, strategic, low-risk, and

frictionless trading experience in a fully decentralized manner.

This community-oriented money rewards its stakes and miners by redistributing it to

others. As part of the decision-making process, community members are also included to

give them a sense of ownership over their assets.

iFORTUNE has a total & limited supply of 40M tokens!



To enable retailers to accept digital assets for goods and services

To enhance the utility of iFortune coin in different projects

To make Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency accessible by the masses, even

if the majority don’t know how it works

To ensure users own personal data, which will significantly reduce the current data

leaks via centralized financial systems

Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully

decentralized in every sense of the word.

To create an ecosystem where different solutions can emerge from a social

perspective, including collaborative applications.

iFORTUNE was conceptualized as a Smart technologies-anchored ecosystem aimed at

solving the current problems associated with current conventional crypto trading &

transaction processing services, including the delay in payment processing, fraudulent

transactions, and expensive transaction costs. Further research into the Smart

technologies escrows ecosystems revealed that current financial systems benefit from

the Defi technology, which can solve the underlying challenges. 

With the focus on building three primary functions as part of its Phase-1 deployment,

iFORTUNE mission is to simplify the transaction process across the globe by offering an

alternative to the expensive middlemen generally required in these specific types of

transactions. The token will be used for discounts on services, dividends from staking,

and as a governance token allowing the community to vote on how foundation funds are

spent.

Our mission is to:

 

Mission and Vision



How to buy iFORTUNE?

You can buy from decentralized Pancake swap and Latoken exchange



We facilitate the transaction and bring them closer to a wider audience. An added
benefit of use is that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be done freely
across borders.
This also has a huge effect on international payment fees. Traditionally international
transfers have much higher fees than domestic transfers and payments. International
payments and transfers with crypto are the same as domestic.
So we are here to help you with everything you need.

Easy Token Integration
It provides perfect integration to all Wallets, Exchanges, DEXs, and DeFi in its entirety.

Global System and Secure
An efficient global system covering all corners provides the best data security.

Fortune Machine app

Staking

Secure Mining

BNB-based





 
Proof of stake protocols, as
shown by  "iFortune Token"
higher transaction outputs
and lower fees, make for

greater scalability.
 

 

SCALABILITY

Staking and mining "iFortune Token" is advantageous in the crypto world as it generates

rewards by staking it and mining generates passive income by the value of the collection as a

whole increasing. When a user stakes an "iFortune Token" by Fortune Machine they can

easily get their reward. It is also the easiest method to earn passive income in a decentralized

world as its value increases for its stakes. 

There are a few quantifiable benefits associated with us as follows:

One of the major benefits for
staking our token is that it

removes the need for
continuously purchasing
expensive hardware and

consuming energy.
 

ECO-FRIENDLIER

We provide a swift and
stable portal that is

backed by our ecosystem
making it superior to

others. 
 
 

HIGHLY SECURED 

The cryptographic currency market has achieved a great leap in 2017. Then in 2018,

the market price fell sharply. 

Nevertheless, governments around the world and industry associations have

established a system for establishing laws for the spread of cryptographic currencies

and establishing service networks during that time.

Worldwide, currently, there are over 4000 cryptographic currencies ATMs, and

various services can receive nearly 142,000 services.

We are providing you with the staking and mining platform in the form of a FORTUNE

MACHINE.
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FOUNDERS
Wendy Winterburn, Rahul Thakur



Rahul Thakur is born and brought in India. After passing school he went to London for further studies.

He did his diploma in International Business Management from Wandsworth College London UK

where he met Wendy Winterburn. After coming back from UK, He started few business like Textile

factory and Real estate with small investment in Crypto where he collected some good knowledge

about industry. Now with Wendy Winterburn they are starting a project with long term vision to create

an empire with the crypto Community of the world

Wendy Winterburn
Wendy Winterburn is born and bred in Herefordshire UK. After she left school she studies at

local technology college to become secretary. She started admin career at local firm of

solicitors. She worked at various legal firms and also at the mid-tier and local firms of

accountants. She decided at 40 to enter in crypto being an entrepreneur leading to this

opportunity of crypto currency and decided to create a coin

Rahul Thakur
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Let's Build a
Decentralized Financial

World Together


